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Abstra t. This paper introdu es the possibility of solving the ir uit

partitioning problem for Field Programmable Analog Arrays (FPAAs)
by use of a hybrid multi-obje tive evolutionary algorithm. The paper
starts with a short overview over the general ar hite ture of FPAAs and
a des ription of the appropriate partitioning task. The problem is formulated mathemati ally and a short review of onventional approa hes
is given. In the next se tion the used multi-obje tive evolutionary algorithm SPEA is des ribed. In se tion 4 the lo al improvement operator
that has been used to support the evolutionary algorithm is dis ussed
in detail. In the last part experimental results are presented and the
urrently existing de ien ies of the used te hnique are analyzed. The
arti le on ludes with a short outlook on future work.

1 Introdu tion
Partitioning is a ru ial task in the pro ess of automating the design pro ess of
VLSI ir uits. The task an be explained in more detail as the de omposition of
a omplex ele troni system into a set of smaller subsystems. These subsystems
an be designed, simulated and veri ed for orre tness independently and simultaneously. The requirements of the partitioning stage of a system design pro ess
are the following: the original fun tionality of the system must remain inta t,
the interfa e inter onne tions between the subsystems should be minimized and
the time required for the de omposition should only be a small part of the total
design time [1℄.
Cir uit partitioning in the VLSI design automation pro ess is not just a single
task. Dependent on the nature of the system to be designed and the on rete
aim of the partitioning task there are di erent levels: system level, board level
and hip level partitioning. The task of de omposing ir uits for mapping them
to FPAAs an be assigned to the latter level. The partitioning stage is only one
stage of the mapping pro ess of ir uits. This pro ess is explained very shortly
in the next paragraphs.
An FPAA is an integrated programmable devi e similiar to Field Programmable
Gate Arrays (FPGAs). FPGAs are able to reprodu e the behaviour of digital
ir uits when programmed appropriately. FPAAs are able to do the same for
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analog ir uits. The development of su h devi es ontinues only slowly be ause
they are produ ts for several appli ations in small ni hes. FPAAs onsist of several similiar blo ks ontaining several basi elements: resistors, apa itors and
P- and N- hannel transistors, whi h are used to form analog ir uits (ampliers, lters and so on). These blo ks are onne ted to ea h other by so alled
routing segments. The segments are interrupted by swit h boxes that an be
programmed to reate onne tions between all the blo ks. The physi al design
y le for su h devi es onsists of the following three steps:
1. Partitioning: The ir uit to be mapped to the FPAA must be de omposed
into several smaller pie es su h that every pie e ts into one of the blo ks of
the FPAA. Clearly there is the onstraint that no partition may ontain more
elements of a parti ular type than available in a FPAA blo k. In addition
there are ontraints on the input and output terminals of ea h partition.
2. Pla ement: The sub ir uits that have been reated in the partitioning stage
must be assigned to exa tly one blo k on the FPAA. This must be performed
in su h a way that the third stage an be ompleted.
3. Routing: In this stage all used blo ks on the FPAA are onne ted via the
routing segments by programming the swit h boxes. It is possible that this
stage annot be ompleted due to the limited routing resour es (number
of routing segments and swit h boxes on the FPAA). In su h a ase the
pla ement stage must be repeated.
In this arti le only the appli ation of evolutionary methods for the partitioning
stage is dis ussed, the other stages are subje t to future work.
Over the years many algorithms for solving the ir uit partitioning problem
have been developed. Depending on the basi ideas of these algorithms several
di erent lassi ations an be undertaken. One is the di erentiation between
onstru tive and iterative algorithms.
Constru tive algorithms start with empty partitions and ll these partitions
with elements during a run. An example are the algorithms presented by Kodres
in [2℄ whi h start from one (or more) seed elements to form partitions. The
solution quality of su h a lustering algorithm is in most ases highly dependent
on the initial hoi e of the seed element.
Iterative te hniques start with an initial random solution and try to improve
this solution in one or more sequential runs. The rst algorithm of this kind has
been introdu ed by Kernighan and Lin in [3℄ and is spe ialized in bipartitioning.
This algorithm tries to improve an initial solution by swapping the partition
assignment of two elements. The algorithm has been improved later by Fidu ia
and Mattheyses in [4℄. In this paper the notion of the gain of moving an element to another partition has been introdu ed. The gain has been de ned as
the improvement in utsize that an be a hieved by exe uting a move. By use
of spe ialized data stru tures (bu ket arrays) a single iteration of the algorithm
has the omplexity of O(n) instead of O(n log n) in the KL-algorithm. Krishnamurthy enhan ed the FM-algorithm in [5℄ with a look-ahead strategy using level
gains. San his generalized these approa hes in [6℄ to k-way partitioning.
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An alternative lassi ation an be made based on the omputation s heme
of the algorithm: deterministi and sto hasti algorithms. The te hniques mentioned in the last se tion belong to this lass (although some random de isions
may be made during a run). Examples for sto hasti te hniques are algorithms
based on simulated annealing and, of ourse, evolutionary te hniques. Sto hasti algorithms are able to nd near-optimal solutions and are quite insus eptible
against being trapped in lo al optima unlike deterministi algorithms. The major
drawba k of su h te hniques is the amount of the ne essary omputational effort that is signi antly higher than that of heuristi algorithms. For that reason
they only be ame appli able by the rapid in rease of omputing power.

2 Cir uit Partitioning for FPAAs
There are several di erent mathemati al models to des ribe the (ele tri al) stru ture of a ir uit. In most ases graphs are used for modeling. Depending on the
required abstra tion level several di erent graphs an be used to des ribe a
ir uit. Common are the simple lique model, bipartite, tripartite and hypergraphs. The de ien es of the lique model have been shown by S hweikert and
Kernighan in [7℄. Tripartite graphs have the highest abstra tion level and are
only used in spe ial ases. The level of abstra tion in the bipartite and the hypergraph model is the same, with the di eren e that the hypergraph model is
easier to implement and to handle. For this reason the author on entrates on
the hypergraph model.
The problem of partitioning a hypergraph an be formulated as follows: Let
H = (V; E ) be a hypergraph with a non-empty set of verti es V and a set of
hyperedges E . Ea h vertex
vi 2 V is assigned to one of the subsets (partitions)
T
V1 : : : Vk su h that Vi Vj = for i 6= j . As a onsequen e a set of hyperedges
EC 2 E exists that ontains all hyperedges that have at least two in ident
verti es that belong to di erent vertex subsets. This set of hyperedges is refered
to as the utset. All hyperedges ontained in the utset suÆ e the following
ondition: fei $ vj , ei $ vk ^ vj 2 Vm , vk 2 Vn ^ Vm \ Vn = ;g. The utsize
(H ) = jEC j equals the number of hyperedges belonging to the utset. The
aim of partitioning the hypergraph is to nd an assignment of all verti es su h
that the utsize be omes minimal. Depending on whether the number of vertex
subsets k is known or not, this task is refered to as partitioning of a hypergraph
resp. lustering of a hypergraph.
The mapping of an ele tri al ir uit to its appropriate hypergraph is easy:
all netlist elements are transformed into verti es and all nets onne ting these
elements are transformed into hyperedges. Figure 1 shows an analog ampli er,
gure 2 its appropriate hypergraph model. The pins for the voltage sour es have
been omitted in the model but (if ne essary) an be transformed into verti es
too. The hyperedges are depi ted as straight lines or as bla k ir les/lines.
An analog ir uit normally ontains several di erent netlist elements: transistors, resistors, apa itors et . For this reason every vertex vi a type attribute ti is
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Fig. 1. example of an analog ele troni ir- Fig. 2. hypergraph model of the ampli er
uit (ampli er)

from gure 1

assigned. The value of ti is one hara ter from an alphabet of size 0  ti  T 1
for a ir uit ontaining T di erent elements.
Now for the partitioning task the optimization riteria and onstraints an
be de ned. The rst and most important riteria is the minimization of the
already de ned utsize. In other words the purpose is to minimize the number
of hyperedges jEC j that have in ident verti es belonging to di erent partitions.
The in iden e of a hyperedge ei with a vertex vj is denoted by ei $ vj . This
riterion an be written as:
(H ) = jei 2 EC j

) minimal

(1)

A sto hasti algorithm trying to minimize only the utsize would produ e a
parti ular solution: all verti es assigned to the same partition. This is a very good
solution in terms of the utsize (whi h is zero), but of ourse a useless one. That
is why most algorithms in lude a heuristi to preserve or restore the balan e of
the solution. Balan ing a solution means that all partitions have the same size
resp. ontain the same number of verti es. It is important that the partitions
should have same sizes but need not. Unlike in onventional approa hes where
the balan e is often treated as a onstraint it is possible to turn the balan e into
a se ond riterion. This riterion an be formulated as follows:

b(H ) =

k
X

i

=1

n

opt

jV j

with nopt =

i

n

opt

jH j ) minimal
k

(2)

In addition to riterion 2 the number of pins of all partitions should be
minimized. This riterion is in a sense similiar to the last riterion de ned. The
formulation is as follows:

j j
E

p(H ) =

X

deg(e ) 8 e
i

i

=1

i

2E

C

(3)

The reason for introdu ing this riterion is that every physi al ell on the programmable array has only limited number of input/output pins. By minimizing
the number used I/O pins the exe ution of the routing stage be omes easier.
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As already stated there is a hard onstraint whi h must be adhered. The
total number of ir uit elements of type ti is jti j. If the ir uit is partitioned into
k sub ir uits every element is assigned a partition j with 0 < j < k. Now every
partition j ontains a number of elements of a spe i type jti (Vj )j. Due to the
fa t that only a limited number of elements is physi ally available this number
must be smaller than a parti ular maximum value: jti (Vj )j < jti;max (Vj )j.

3 Multiobje tive Evolutionary Algorithms
The problem formulation above indi ates that for solving this problem a multiobje tive EA ould be used. The author of this arti le has hosen the Strength
Pareto Evolutionary Algorithm (SPEA) that was introdu ed in 1999 by Zitzler.
It belongs to the lass of elitist evolutionary algorithms and was hosen for this
work be ause of its good performan e ompared to other similiar algorithms [8℄.
The algorithm is des ribed in detail in [9℄, therefore only a short overview will
be given here.
SPEA in orporates two populations instead of one: a normal population P
and a so- alled ar hive A. The ar hive stores non-dominated solutions, that have
been found by the algorithm during a single evolution y le. In every generation
the individuals of the urrent population are ompared to the ones ontained
in the ar hive and the non-dominated individuals are saved in the ar hive. The
individuals from the ar hive also take part in all geneti operations to steer the
algorithm towards areas in the sear h spa e with good solutions. An overview of
the algorithm is shown in gure 3.



  

 



 





 























  







 

 





 



 





 






 





  









 



 



 




  

 







 





 








 













 

  















  















 



 







 





 



 

 

 

 



 

Fig. 3. s hemati overview over SPEA
SPEA starts with an initial number of Np randomly reated individuals
and an empty ar hive of maximum size Na . For all individuals the obje tive
fun tion(s) are evaluated and the non-dominated solutions are opied into the
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ar hive. Solutions that are already ontained in the ar hive but are now dominated by newer individuals are deleted. After this step the ar hive ontains the
non-dominated individuals of both population and old ar hive ontents. During
the algorithm's runtime there is the danger of an over rowded ar hive. SPEA
solves this problem by applying a lustering algorithm if the number of solutions ontained in the ar hive is greater than its maximum size. The lustering
algorithm redu es the solutions that represent the pareto front. For a detailed
des ription of the lustering algorithm one may refer to [9℄.
The tness assignment is divided into two parts. First is the assignment of
the tness values to the individuals ontained in the ar hive. This value is alled
strength S and is de ned as:
ni
(4)
Si =
N +1
The value of ni represents the number of solutions in the urrent population,
that are dominated by solution i. N is the total number of individuals in the
urrent population. It applies that Si < 1.
In the se ond step ea h individual j in the population is assigned a tness
value F in a similiar way:
X

F =1+
j

i

2 ^
A

i

S

i

(5)

j

The tness Fj is equal to the sum of all strength values of the individuals in the
ar hive that dominate the solution j . It applies that Fj > 1. With a omparison
of both inequations it an be seen that individuals ontained in the population
an never have a better tness than the ones in the ar hive.1
After assigning the tness values the solutions of both the ar hive and the
population are merged and pro essed with suitable geneti operators that are
problem-spe i .
To form a valid evolutionary algorithm some operators are still missing: sele tion, re ombination and mutation. The appropriate operators that have been
used in this work are explained in more detail below.
The only operator of the missing ones that must not be tailored to the geneti
representation is the sele tion operator. Here the tournament sele tion has been
hosen (as re ommended by Zitzler), although other sele tion te hniques ould
be used here. In ontrast the operators for re ombination and mutation are
always problem-spe i . They must be tailored to the geneti representation that
has been hosen to represent a potential solution of the parti ular optimization
problem.
For the hypergraph partitioning problem a ve tor-like geneti representation
presents itself. Ea h vertex an be assigned an integer number indi ating the
index of the partition the vertex belongs to. To indi ate the di erent types of
the verti es a number of ve tors of integer numbers has been used. Ea h ve tor
ontains the partition numbers of all elements of a parti ular type. For the
1

Unlike in other evolutionary algorithms in SPEA a smaller tness value is de ned
to be the better one.
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example from gure 2 the resulting stru ture of an individual is shown in gure
4. Ea h individual ontains a number of hromosomes that again ontain an
integer ve tor with the partition numbers of the elements of the respe tive type.
By hoosing a ve tor-like
       
geneti en oding, the operators for re ombination and







mutation
must be ve tor-based
       
too. But it is not possible to



use standard operators like
multi-point- rossover out of
       
the box be ause su h oper
ators ould produ e en odings that violate the onstraints
des ribed above and thereFig. 4. geneti representation
fore invalid individuals. There
are two ways out of this situation: spe ial tailored operators ould be used that
are not able to produ e su h invalid en odings or an additional repair operator
must be applied afterwards. In this ase the author made the de ision in favour
of the se ond alternative be ause of the mu h easier implementation. As re ombination a simple multi-point- rossover has been used followed by the repair
operator shown in algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1

algorithm for repairing invalid geneti en odings

for all element type t do
for all partitions p do

identify if p has spa e for other elements, is full or over rowded (invalid)
add p to one of the appropriate sets SPACE, FULL, INVALID

end for
for all partitions p in set INVALID do

while p is invalid
hoose random vertex from p and move it to a random partition in set SPACE
if the hosen random partition rea hes state FULL move it to set FULL

end for
end for

The sense of re ombination is the improvement of attributes of the parents
in their hildren. For this task it is ne essary to identify these attributes and to
use spe ial operations to improve these attributes (dire ted sear h). In ontrast
mutation plays the role of an indire ted sear h operator for exploring former
unidenti ed regions in the sear h spa e. A re ombination operator only works
in a desireable manner if it is possible to identify the good attributes of the
parents and apply a te hnique to improve them. This seems to be quite diÆ ult
in this ase { the re ombination together with the repair operator brings quite
a big random element into the evolutionary algorithm. For this reason an ad-
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ditional mutation operator has not been applied { the random element in the
re ombination operator already plays that part.

4 Lo al Improvement
For support of the multiobje tive evolutionary algorithm des ribed above a lo al
improver has been developed. Due to the fa t that the improver must be applied
to a number of individuals, it must have a small runtime. Be ause of this reason
the multi-way partitioning algorithm developed by San his [6℄ has been used and
modi ed for use as a lo al improver.
The lo al improvement algorithm that has been used here is a move-based
algorithm. A move is the hange of the assignment of an arbitrary vertex to another partition. The basi idea is to analyze the possible moves of all verti es for
an improvement in utsize. Only moves whi h improve the utsize are exe uted
{ a typi al hill- limbing strategy.
The original algorithm by San his does not treat any onstraints, so a onstraint handling te hnique had to be introdu ed. In San his' algorithm every
move is valid. Due to the ontraint that the number of elements of the same
type in a partition is limited in this ase all moves an be assigned one of two
groups: moves that an be exe uted immediately (valid moves) without breaking
the onstraint and moves that will reate a partition that violates the onstraint
(invalid moves). An example for valid and invalid moves is shown in gure 5.
      

 

       














 





 
 

 

 

 



 






 









        
        

Fig. 5. valid and invalid moves of verti es between partitions
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In the example in gure 5 it is assumed that every partition an ontain up
to four verti es. It is easy to see that moving vertex C to partition 3 (move
C 3) does not violate this onstraint. The opposite is the invalid move A1, that
invalidates partition number 1 whi h would ontain 5 verti es. Now there are
two things whi h an be done in this situation: forbid su h invalid moves in
general or move one vertex away from this partition. The rst proposition does
not seem to be a real alternative be ause in a situation where every partition
ontains the maximal number of elements no move ould be exe uted. So the
se ond variant must be applied. To revalidate the situation that was aused by
move A1 for example the vertex D ould be moved to partition 3. This leads
to the de nition of move hains. A move hain is a hain of moves where the
exe ution of ea h move depends on the exe ution of a subsequent move to reate
a valid on guration. In the example several move hains are shown: fA1; D0g,
fA1; D3g and fA1; G2; K 3g. The rst hain is a spe ial ase where two verti es
are swapped between two partitions.
In general the move hains an be of arbitrary length. In this work the length
has been limited a value of 2, this means only ex hanges of verti es an be
performed. A ase like move hain fA1; D3g has not been in orporated be ause
moving D may invalidate the on guration.
The lo al improvement algorithm that takes are of the onstraint is shown
in algorithm 2.
Algorithm 2

lo al improvement algorithm

for all individual i in olle tion do

get hromosome set from i and build integer ve tor
all initialization()
all setupMoveChainSet()
while move hain set ontains more hains do
get next move hain from hain set
if move hain will improve the individual then
all performMoveChain()

else

break while-loop

end if
end while

reate new hromosome set from improved on guration and assign it to i

end for

Every vertex v is assigned a gain ve tor v of the size equal to the number of
partitions. Ea h element j (v ) with 0 < j < j v j in the ve tor v represents the
gain that is a hieved by moving the vertex to partition j . The gain is de ned as
the improvement (the de rease) in utsize that would be a hieved if that move
was exe uted. The gain an be both positive and negative.
In most ases a number of possible moves have the same gain, so it is diÆ ult
to nd the move whi h is to be exe uted. For that reason ea h vertex was assigned
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a se ond gain ve tor v with the same size as v . The gain j (v ) with 0 < j <
represents the in iden e gain that is a hieved by moving the vertex to
v
partition j . The in iden e gain is de ned as the improvement (the de rease)
in the in iden e degree of a vertex that would be a hieved if that move was
exe uted. The in iden e degree is de ned as the number of di erent partitions
the neighbours of a vertex belong to. Hyperedges in ident to a vertex an only
be removed from the utset if the in iden e degree is equal to 1 (the vertex has
only neighbours in the same partition), therefore the in iden e degree must be
lowered if possible.
Similiary two ve tors Be and Be0 are assigned to ea h hyperedge e, both with
the size of the number of partitions. Ea h element j (e) in ve tor Be represents
the number of neighbouring verti es belonging to partition j . The elements in
ve tor Be0 are de ned as the sum of the j (e) values that do not belong to the
same partition.
The values must be initialized rst. This pro edure is shown in algorithm
3. All values asso iated to verti es and hyperedges are set to 0. Afterwards the
values are initialized to the orre t values that are valid at the time before the
improvement pro edure starts.

j j

Algorithm 3

pro edure

initialization

de ne p(v) as urrent partition the vertex v belongs to
for all hyperedge e in hypergraph do
reset values for

j

and

reset values for

j

and j in v

0

j

in e

end for
for all vertex v in hypergraph do
end for
for all vertex v in hypergraph do

assign partition number from hromosome set to v
for all neighbouring hyperedge e in v do
in rement p(v) (e)

end for
end for

After the initialization stage all possible move hains must be al ulated.
This pro edure is shown in algorithm 4. The al ulation is done in an iteration
over all verti es. Appropriate moves are reated for moving a vertex to another
partitition. Dependent on the de ision if a move is valid or invalid a move hain
with only one or with two moves is reated. Ea h move hain the values of
the yielded gains are asso iated. This is quite easy in the ase when the hain
only ontains one move: the values of j (v ) and j (v ) are opied. For a hain
ontaining two moves this task is a little more ompli ated. The rst move must
be exe uted and the gains of the neighbouring verti es must be updated. After
that the gain of the se ond move an be al ulated. The overall gain of the move
hain is the sum of the gain values. Afterwards the gain values of the involved
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verti es must be restored to their original values (this is not shown in algorithm
4).
Algorithm 4

pro edure

setupMoveChainSet

de ne p (v) as urrent partition the vertex v belongs to
de ne pt (v) as target partition that the vertex v should be moved to
for all vertex v in hypergraph do
for all pt (v) in possible partitions do
if p (v) 6= pt (v) then
if v an be moved to pt then

f )p g

reate move hain v

t

else
for all verti es vt in pt with type equal to type of v do

f ) p ;v ) p g

reate move hain v

end for
end if
end if
end for
end for

t

t

The move hains are held in a spe ial data stru ture (tree map) whi h guarantees storage and removal operations to be exe uted in nlogn time. Furthermore
it guarantees that its ontents are sorted at every time.
The main part of the lo al improvement operator is shown in algorithm 5.
This pro edure takes a move hain as an argument and exe utes it. Exe uting
a move will invalidate the values of j (v ) and j (v ) values of the moved vertex
and its neighbouring verti es as well as the j (e) and j0 (e) of the neighbouring
hyperedges. Therefore the main fun tion of algorithm 5 is the ontinuous update
of these values.

5 Experimental Results & Analysis
The performan e of the partitioning algorithm has been tested on several hypergraphs from the ben hmark suite available from [10℄. Due to the fa t that
these graphs do not ontain any type information for the verti es random type
information has been generated and assigned to ea h vertex.
The diagrams in gures 6 and 7 show the progress of the values for the utsize
and the pin ount for the hypergraph fra t over 70 generations. The fra t netlist
ontains 149 devi es (verti es), 147 nets (hyperedges) and 462 pins (sum of the
degree of all hyperedges). For the simulations ea h vertex has been assigned
one type out of 4/6/8 possible types. This has been done randomly. The gures
illustrate the ase, where ea h partition is allowed to host up to four verti es of
ea h type. With these data the minimal number of required partitions an be
al ulated easily.
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pro edure

Algorithm 5

performMove

de ne ps as number of the sour e partition of the move
de ne pd as number of the destination partition of the move

assign new partition number to vertex v

for all hyperedge e that is in ident to v do
in rement pd (e), de rement ps (e)
de rement p0 d (e), in rement p0 s (e)
for all verti es vn in ident to e do
for i = 0 to number of partitions do
if Ps = pd then
if pd (e) > 0 then
if p0 d (e) = 1 then
in rement pd (vn )

6

end if
if ps (e) = 1 then

in rement pd (vn )

end if
end if
else
if pd (e) = 0 then
0

de rement

else
if

6

pd (vn )

ps (e) = 1 then
de rement pd (vn )

end if
end if
if ps (e) 6= 1 then

de rement pd (vn )

end if
end if
end for
end for
end for
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The diagrams in gures 8 and 9 originate from experiments with the hypergraph balu. This netlist ontains 801 verti es, 735 nets and 2697 pins. Again,
ea h partition has been allowed to host up to four verti es of ea h type.
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Fig. 6. Progress of the utsize in graph Fig. 7. Progress of the pin ount in graph
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In ea h diagram the x-axis orresponds to the number of generation and the
y-axis to the utsize and the pin ount respe tively. To olle t the values for the
urves the pareto front in ea h generation has been sear hed for the individuals
ontaining the best values. The evolutionary algorithm has been set up with the
following parameters: size of the population = 40, maximal size of the ar hive
= 12.
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By examining the result urves it an be presumed that the proposed te hnique works. Unfortunately there a no omparative results available. For instan e
the utsize in the fra t graph drops from an initial value of around 140 to 60 after
onvergen e, but it is unknown if the optimal utsize value is at 50 or maybe
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20. In addition there are quite a lot of free parameters that an be tuned and
perhaps improve the performan e: In what way does the size of the population
or the size of the ar hive a e t the performan e? Is it better to improve the individuals in the ar hive by the hill limbing algorithm to speed up the whole EA?
Are mutation operators that dynami ally reate and destroy partitions useful?
Clearly the answering of su h questions has to be done in future work.
When examining the used geneti representation arefully, it seems to a weak
point. In the ve tor representation that was used here there are pv possible \individuals" with v being the number of verti es in the hypergraph and p the
number of partitions. A loser look reveals that there are a number of variants
for the representation ve tor possible, that are redundant. For better explanation
imagine a very simple hypergraph with three verti es A, B and C that should
be splitted in two pie es. For this ase there are pv = 23 = 8 possible variants.
But by ounting all possiblilities by hand there are less: namely the possibilities fABC gfg, fAgfBC g, fAB gfC g and fAC gfB g. This is be ause there are
variants that des ribe the same ase. The two representation variants f000g and
f111g des ribe that verti es A, B and C are assigned to partition 0 resp. to
partition 1 { but the real proposition is another: all verti es are assigned to the
same partition. Therefore one of both variants is redundant. Unfortunately `relative' propositions like \verti es A and B are assigned to another partition than
vertex C " annot be expressed in this form of geneti representation.
Another e e t that has been observed is the ontra tion of the pareto front
over the runtime of the algorithm towards a single point. This means the diversity
of points in the sear h spa e that is used for the sear h de reases with progressing
algorithm. With this de rease the han e of exploring new areas in sear h spa e
is naturally redu ed and the algorithm onverges too early. This behaviour may
be xed with the use of Zitzlers SPEA2 algorithm.

6 Con lusion
In this arti le an approa h for partitioning analog ir uits for mapping them
to Field Programmable Analog Arrays based on multi-obje tive evolutionary
optimization oupled with lo al improvement support has been presented. The
algorithm has been implemented using the evolutionary algorithm toolkit eaLib
[11℄, [12℄ and the orre t fun tioning of the proposed te hnique has been veri ed.
A weak point in the algorithm is the geneti representation that has been
hosen. This is now subje t of further investigations. Eliminating the redundant
variants by hoosing an alternative representation may be hard. But perhaps it
is possible nd a te hnique to identify the redundant variants and map them to
a region in the sear h spa e that only ontains non-redundant on gurations.
Another issue of future work is the merging of the lo al improver into a re ombination operator that is able to identify good attributes in parent hromosomes
and improve these attributes in hild hromosomes.
The appli ability of hybrid evolutionary te hniques in the area of ele troni
ir uit partitioning has been shown. For that reason future work will also on en-
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trate on the appli ation of this te hnique in the areas of pla ement and routing
(as already implied).
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